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10-23-2012, 01:28 PM machis4lifex Quote: Originally
Posted by kthb 18 million native Americans had been
killed. . More recently, human rights groups contend
that up to 3,000 people were killed, a figure disputed by
the government. The military has said it killed only
about 500 people. . Millions of human rights activists,
including 2,653 Mexicans murdered by US-supported
death squads, in addition to 850 people murdered by
US-supported military death squads and 11,000 political
prisoners killed by the tens of thousands by the time of
the 1954 Guatemala earthquake. . The free-zone
countries under US occupation in Japan, occupied
Korea, and Vietnam include Thailand, Korea, Vietnam,
Taiwan, Laos, Cambodia and Iraq. In Korea, US military
special operations forces have killed five Americans, and
in Cambodia US death squads have killed 26,000
Southeast Asian people, including Americans. . In the
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original documents for the US occupation of Iraq, it was
stated there would be no "mass executions" under the
occupation. This did not mean no mass killings by the
occupation authorities. The documents also ordered ten
military death squads to be established to carry out
regular body count operations in the occupied nation. In
2006, 6,027 people were reported to have been killed by
the security forces of the occupation during March and
April 2006. This figure rose to 6,268 people by May
2006.In May 2006, 6,367 people were reported to have
been killed by security forces in April, May and June. By
July 2006, the figure had increased to 7,673 killings in
the province. By November 2006, to 10,186 killings in
the province. The figure was 9,969 for June 2007
(national police figures) and by September 2007, a new
American governor appointed by President Bush, took
over and the total for the year was 11,906 – up nearly 50
percent from the previous year, two and a half times the
highest figure for 2005. . You can't tell me that these
deaths are not war crimes. . But they do not care. Cd
labels are a big pain and that is why a number of people
buy a computer with DVD burner built in. 1. Installing
player 2. Installing Cd with all utilities 3. Installing label
maker 4. Installing cleaning system DVD labels. 1
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